Abstract. We consider spectral radius algebras associated to operators of the form h(S), where h ∈ H ∞ and S is the unilateral shift. We show that, for a large class of H ∞ functions, B h(S) is weakly dense in LH.
In this paper we continue the study of the spectral radius algebras (SRA) initiated in [2] . These algebras represent a very interesting class of non-selfadjoint, non-closed operator algebras. Furthermore, as we will see, the relationship between the operator to which an SRA is associated and the algebra itself is highly nonlinear. Finally, they are quite substantial, always containing the commutant of the operator in question.
Let S be the unilateral shift acting on the Hilbert space H. One knows that, whenever h is a function in H ∞ , the Hardy space of essentially bounded functions on the disk D, one can define the operator h(S). The main object of the present study will be the spectral radius algebras associated with the latter operator.
Before we continue we briefly introduce the relevant concepts and notation. Throughout the paper, H will be a complex, separable Hilbert space and it will be identified with the Hardy space H 2 = H 2 (D) in the usual manner. When A is an operator in L(H) (the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H) with spectral radius r = r(A) and m is a non-negative integer, we define the sequence of positive numbers d m = m/(1 + rm) and a sequence of positive, invertible op-
It is not hard to verify that B A is a unital algebra. The following result from [2] summarizes some of its important properties (cf. [2, Proposition 2.3, Corollary 2.4]).
Proposition 1. Let A be an operator in L(H). Then T ∈ B A if and only if there exists
It is easy to see that, when A is the unilateral shift S, every operator T satisfies the inequality in Proposition 1, so B S = L(H). In fact, more is true, as [1, Theorem 2.7] shows. [1, Theorem 3.12] . In this paper we will show that even if h is not a scalar multiple of an inner function, B A can be very different from {A} . To that end, we notice that a rank one operator u ⊗ v commutes with an operator A if and only if u and v are eigenvectors for A and A * , respectively. Since the operator of multiplication by an H ∞ function h has no eigenvalues, it follows that the commutant of h(S) cannot contain any rank one operators. On the other hand, we will demonstrate that, for a large class of functions h ∈ H ∞ , the set of rank one operators in B h(S) is weakly dense in L(H). As a result, we obtain a much better insight into the less transparent portion of such an algebra. Perhaps not surprisingly, our results that establish the existence of rank one operators in B h(S) (see Theorems 8 and 10 below) are based on the boundary behavior of h on the unit circle.
Theorem 2. Let A ∈ L(H). Then B A = L(H) if and only if the operator
It follows from the definition that u⊗v ∈ B A if and only if sup m R m u R
m is a contraction, so the last condition is satisfied whenever sup m R m u is finite. Before we can establish a necessary and sufficent condition for the existence of such a vector u, we need the following simple result. Since we were unable to find it explicitly stated in the literature, we present it with a brief proof, based on two theorems from [3] .
Theorem 5. Let F be a non-negative function on T. Then there exists an outer function
Proof. If log F ∈ L 1 , then one can define an outer function f as 
Consequently, if f = f 1 f 2 is the inner-outer factorization, then R m f = R m f 2 , so we can assume that f is an outer function, f = e ϕ with the real part of ϕ in L 1 . Further, by the Monotone Convergence Theorem,
. . , is bounded. Another application of the Monotone Convergence Theorem now shows that
Suppose now that log(1 − |h|
and, by Jensen's Inequality, there exists
to +∞ it would follow that 2π 0 2Re {ϕ(e it )} dt diverges to −∞, contradicting the assumption that the real part of ϕ is in L 1 . Therefore, log(1 − |h|
Theorem 6 has an important consequence.
Theorem 7. If log(1 − |h|
2 /M 2 ) ∈ L 1 (T)
, then B h(S) is weakly dense in L(H).
Proof. With the notation of Theorem 6, B h(S) contains an operator f ⊗ v whenever f belongs to the subspace gH 2 . This subspace is dense in H 2 (since g is outer), whence the weak closure of B h(S) contains all rank one operators and, hence, equals L(H). has n. i. s., which contradicts Theorem 7. 
(1 − cos t)32m 2 + 100(2m + 1)
(1 − cos t)(24m 2 cos t + 74m 2 ) + 100(2m + 1) .
Notice that 24m 2 cos t + 74m
(1 − cos t)(24m 2 cos t + 74m 2 ) + 100(2m + 1)
(1 − cos t)32m 2 + 100(2m + 1) + 100(2m + 1) (1 − cos t)32m 2 + 100(2m + 1)
and it follows that Y ∈ B h 2 (S) . The other inclusion can be established in the same way, so B h 1 (S) = B h 2 (S) .
Next, we turn our attention to the case when log(1 − |h| 
. Then B h(S) is weakly dense in L(H).
Proof. Let w ∈ L 2 (B) and let v = P H 2 w (the projection of w on H 2 identified with the subspace
Notice that h m is constant on B, say h m = c m > 0. Therefore, the second integral in (0.6) equals
To estimate the first integral in (0.6) we notice that on A, h m ≤ c m . Therefore,
(0.8)
Combining (0.6), (0.7), and (0.8) now yields
)) are dense in the set of all rank one operators and thus B h(S) is dense.
Unfortunately, in the case when |h| = M on a set of measure 0 and log(1 − |h|
, we were unable to establish the existence of rank one operators in B h(S) . Therefore, we leave it as an open question.
Problem 11. Let |h(e it )| < M a.e. and suppose that log(1 − |h|
. Does the algebra B h(S) always contain a non-zero rank one operator?
We offer a partial answer to Problem 11, namely in the case when h is analytic on D − . Thus, if h/M is not an inner function, the set A must be finite, A = {e it 1 , e it 2 , . . . , e it n }. As already noted, if 1 ≤ k ≤ n, there exists k > 0 such that for |t − t k | < k , log(1−|h(e it )| 2 /M 2 ) ≥ log c+m log |t−t k |. Since it is well known that
Theorem 12. Let h be an analytic function in D
log |t− t k | dt converges, the theorem is proved.
